I’ve named this book 11:11, because as a young
student my classmates taught me that when
the clock strikes 11:11,
someone is thinking of you.
And I couldn’t help but remember that.
Strangely it seems that I quite often check the
time just as it hits those exact digits. Even if
this idea “originated” (for me) from what was
seen on a digital display, I’ve got so used to it
overall that even an analogue clock will now
remind me. It’s so much so with technology in
general. I think it has blended with our
“regular” lives to a point that we barely notice
how it truly affects us anymore, unless we stop
for a moment and think about it, analyze, and
reflect. Meanwhile we adapt to new systems
and updates, whether we feel like it or not.
I’m currently studying Digital Media
with a major in Social Informatics.
This book contains reflections referencing
the digital expansion surrounding me. It also

PREFACE

represents a collection of all the assignments
that I’ve done for a digitalized form of oncampus university course.

TO get our assignments from the teachers, an

online Course Blog and Twitter were arranged as our
go-to bases. We were then given four different themes
which we both tweeted about to the public and also
furthered into blog posts to develop our thoughts in
connection - with a bit more space to do so. We also
created a poster to describe our own learning, which
I’ve also put in this book.

ONE time we tried an “Open Space” seminar 		

in groups of two or three, which in its form allowed
audiences to come and go betwen two rooms during
simultaneous presentations.

ANOTHER time we went to cafés in smaller

groups of six and brought our discussions live

through tech to hold a different type of seminar.
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CHAPTER 1
TOOLS

Clicker training can change a dog’s behavior & learning (Territorial
Aggression, 2012). #DML100
— Bebe (@thebraveblonde) September 5, 2016
I got up and brewed some coffee yesterday
to kick-start my workday and get
blogging on my laptop. My laptop is
placed on my kitchen bar table. I have
conveniently connected that table with
the edge of my kitchen counters so that
it makes a little island, to which there’s
a kettle at practically arms length from
where I’m seated. A few minutes earlier
I’d been woken up by an alarm on my
smartphone - I think I’m the actor but
in all honesty, my smartphone takes
on way more roles than I do each day.
The café, a.k.a. coffeehouse, was originally
a place for men to come and drink coffee
and discuss politics (Clery, 1991, p. 168-177).
As for me, when I grew up everyone in my
family drank coffee - women too. However,
I poured milk in my cup, which is more of
a modern phenomenon (different from the
coffeehouse days). When I’ve asked different
family members if they truly like the flavor
of straight up black coffee, the answers have
gone along the lines of: “Eh, sure it’s good...”
It’s clearly not been about its taste, but perhaps
now that we drink more “lattes” etc. we’ve reached
a more calm vibe inside cafés, prioritizing quality
“content” before its effect (Green, 2012)? What
do we truly need to work effectively? I think it
depends on day and age, circumstances, too...

Right off the bat, this chapter will be mixed.
I have touched on clicker training, coffee and
tech-tools now vs. the 90s. Just like Rainie and
Wellman brought up in their book Networked
(2012, p. 128) about “Networked Creators”,
I wanted to create something new and be able
to influence people - ultimately, I wanted to
add a personal twist to my stories.
I thought about coffee, because I drank one
cup each morning at the beginning of term. I was
keen to explore how come people sit and write in
cafés so much? Could coffee be so necessary for
writing that we could call it a tool, or something?
A tweet I posted on Sept. 5th went: Ha!
Women started a petition in 1674
because many men had become
silly from coffee! (Green, 2012).
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Discovering tools...

Would you be my ICE
(In Case of Emergency)?

OK, I think we need to step back in time a
little bit. I had so much fun discovering “tools”
for working when I was younger. *Plus, the 90s
is currently making a comeback in fashion.*
My closest neighbor introduced me to plastic
phones. Two plastic receivers with a wire inbetween enabled us to talk between levels via
the staircase in either of our homes. It was
a flexible toy that way, pick it up and go...
Later I discovered the short-range walkietalkie, with which I could basically ask my
neighbor who lived up the hill and across the
street if she wanted to go outside and play.
Back then I still mainly worked with pen
and paper, possibly received an instruction to
work in the program Paint at my elementary
school though. I spent some hour per week on
our chunky stationary PC that connected to the
Internet via a modem - it was expensive.
The dial-up would always blow my cover… it
didn’t help if I’d said I was going into the living
room to watch old re-recorded VHS-tapes with
last night’s reprise of some show - my white lie
quickly became fact. Suddenly the cable was
pulled and you were back to the offline reality.
We were confined by our surroundings.
Stationary items constricted life and creativity;
studying in the kitchen because of waiting
on a call on the landline. I’ve seen the
landline near die during my years already!
Nowadays, employees often get smartphones.

I once noticed how my grandpa always
clicked one or two of those little Hermestas
sweeteners into his coffee. They came in a
blue and white miniature plastic dispenser.
After that, my relatives and him all just kind of
sat and talked without any electronics involved.
This part is so intriguing to me because
when I think back on those days, I remember
a certain kind of boredom by being “stuck” in
long conversations with elderly people on the
countryside. I had to just step away and play
the synth and watch TV there when possible.
Many years later when I started working
in the film industry in New York, I realized
however that I didn’t know who I’d put down
as my Emergency Contact on my contract. I
had a decent network, but who could I really
confide in? I think Rainie and Wellman (2012,
p. 131) made a really interesting connection
in regards to that, so I’m going to quote it:

...“nearly one-quarter
(23 percent)
of Americans said they did not
have any confidants with whom
they could discuss important
matters—not even their
spouses.”
The surveys mentioned were done around
2005, originally taken from a “leading journal”
that Rainie and Wellman refer to in their book.
I ended up grabbing the person next to
me and asking if he could be my emergency
contact, and I made sure to also save his details
in my smartphone address book. One of the
funniest encounters of my life! There’s the:
Hi, wanna give me your number? And then
there’s the: Hi, I’m Bebe, nice to meet you!
You OK to receive a call if I’m ever dying?

Coffee propels me

Have a cuppa’ joe, pick up The New Yorker
and collect ideas for which new museum to visit...
leads me to pick up my smartphone and start
making some plans on that. Coffee, smartphone
and I keep each other company for a little bit.
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Clicker training with dogs...

You can give a high-energy dog, such as
the Doberman Pinscher, hot dogs (sausages)
and make it calm in what it would normally
experience as a stressful situation. But you
have got to keep it up, do it a lot and do it often.
So, you can correct bad behavior in a dog
(which may be caused by fear or perhaps
confusion) by feeding it hotdogs while walking
by the scary thing or hearing the scary thing,
etc. This is because the dog is going to be so
busy eating that it can’t bark or do much else.
Soon the dog will start to think about food
when it sees people, because it’s used to getting so
many hotdogs that it’ll get good feelings when it
sees/hears/passes the thing that used to be scary
or stress it out earlier - and it’ll feel motivated and
happy then. Once you have a calm and attentive
dog to work with, the easier it will be to teach it
other things too (The Dog Super Nanny, 2012).

Calming effect?

A long time ago when I visited some old
person in the hospital, my mother told me
that old people at elderly homes and hospitals
get served some coffee just before bedtime. I
thought: That makes no sense? Why would the
staff distribute coffee that’ll speed the elderly
up right before they’re trying to go to sleep?
Well, maybe the staff got something figured
out that we haven’t. Coffee calms you or
something, before the energy starts to kick in!
Actually, I don’t know if that’s true! But I think we
all need a moment to re-focus or take our mind
off “stress”. The clicker training I’ll now discuss
shows that dogs can be fine by getting a bite of
food in the right moments - calm them, even.

Actually, this goes into the next chapter’s
subject, with different pedagogical theories
such as “learning by doing” (Wilson, 1996),
which we learned about in class and during
our Open Space seminar. But considering I will
focus my writing on Sociocultural ideas in that
chapter, I figure I may as well mention it now.

Tools for learning

We may just be busy sipping, or eating, but
the dog only has four paws and one mouth
and it’s probably standing on four of those
paws while chewing. Meanwhile, I’m here
with two feet, two hands and one mouth…
I’ve got my laptop in front of me, my feet up
on a chair opposite, sipping on a coffee that
I’m holding with one hand and what’s left?
With my spare hand I’m scrolling away on
my laptop that haven’t even got a visible scrollbutton, just a silvery plate that my fingers swipe
over, which can do a bunch of commands for me.
Oftentimes I’ll read some online article by
turning on the “Speech” function in my browser.
If that doesn’t work to get me wanting to read
an article or piece of work, I’ll at least put on an
American podcast while I get my coffee brewing.
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By streaming or downloading content to
my phone, I can access the podcast anytime
and anywhere I want. When the coffee-maker
brews so loudly that you can’t hear, I’ll go put
some makeup on in the bathroom and I’ll bring
this electronic device with me - that way I
don’t even have to press pause. I can check my
calendar there too, all synced with my laptop.

At last...

Soldier or Civilian

As I’m finishing off this chapter now and
giving it form, I want to mention that I’ve had
music on through my laptop and I’ve been going
back and forth between my blog and this page ever connected. My phone has been by my side as
well, and ever connected there through accessing
those “social media” sites we all hangout on these
days, without having to open more windows
on my laptop. I try to keep my tools separated
somewhay, related to certain tasks. When I’m
really focusing, I’ll usually turn my phone upsidedown and put it on silent. I already have group
conversations on mute. But in the next chapter
I’ll go into greater detail about my network.
I think that you’ll see how everything works
together in the end, at least the way I do things.

During the three months that I spent in the
Swedish army, I think I had just three coffees
total. I waited over two to two and a half months
to have the first one. So, every day I’d get up at
around 5 AM and work hard both physically
and mentally, in cold winter, until late evening,
and many times with interrupted sleep - still no
coffee. Why? Because haven’t you seen movies
about boxers? You know, in training, they always
chat about how you’re supposed to throw that
coffee out and eat eggs instead, or something drink some juice with it, or whatever. The only
thing I needed was my rifle by my side, no laptop,
nothing but a watch. A watch is a golden item
when you’re in the army. Everything is done
down to the minute and sometimes second,
so, in that environment it is a most needed
“tool”. My current environment needs? Laptop.
In chapter 5, I’ll show you a poster of my
PLE/PLN (Personal Learning Environment/
Personal Learning Network), which also
has to do with how I learn by the tools I use.
Considering the technology is ever changing
and updating, and depending on where we
are in life, we need different tools to max out
our efforts. I’ve chosen to speak more openly
around my use of tools in this chapter. It was
through writing this first chapter that I started
to get a hang of how we can divide the “art” of
learning into sub-categories. While planning
to write simply about what technology I
used, I almost got into a later chapter - about
Pedagogical Theories. Coffee seemed so related
to what I was doing at first however - the first
weeks of college I drank coffee every morning,
I wrote and it had me inspired. But the more I
learned from this course for which I’m writing
the book, coffee mattered less overall.
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CHAPTER 2
THE NETWORKING INDIVIDUAL

Meetings & kindness | NYC hair stylist transforms the looks of the
homeless (Gordon, 2014). #DML100n
— Bebe (@thebraveblonde) September 14, 2016
Let’s now discuss the art of working
passionately on your spare time while
constantly networking. I’ve been a hair
model to and from for 8 years and that’s
taught me a whole lot about networking
both on- and offline - especially in regards
to learning, but also for marketing.
One guy that has clearly got this practice
down is Mark Bustos, a hair stylist in
Manhattan, New York. This guy uses his day off
to offer the homeless around the city a free cut.
He started his interest in hair styling at age 14,
using his parents’ garage as a base for practice.
And he now goes from taking care of celebrities’
hair to those in need of a cut out on the streets
- making them all look great (Gordon, 2014).

Experiences

This chapter will be about a fine selection of
the many meetings and talks with hair stylists
that I’ve had over the past years, plus what I’ve
learned from sitting in a chair and getting my
hair did for hours on end at each appointment. 		
I can assure you that I’ve invested at least 5 hours
on each sitting: explaining; listening; waiting;
observing, and most definitely networking
- with those around me, as well as Online.
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Who’s being used?

Multi-tasking

As a hair model you often sign a piece of
paper about some things (a contract), and in
that way I suppose the networking atmosphere
becomes even more “open” for the stylists
to talk between each other “over my head”
because I’m there as their kind of mannequin.

More people get involved...

I have a pretty active follow base on Twitter.
I like to keep people updated on things that go
on in my life, to a certain extent. Discovering
patterns in life and associating freely is
something I enjoy very much, and giving
people a chance to listen to that if they want to.
Later years, hair stylists seem to bring every
other client into their own story- or timelines.
I feel like you can’t know who’s using who for
marketing sometimes. You just better be ready
to look good at all times, because the cameras
are everywhere even if someone asks you politely
before snapping away... 				
It may be easier when you are open to share
with each other, where you can film yourself
and the stylist working on your hair, while your
stylist can publicize their photo of you to market
themselves. We don’t write contracts about
these little daily deals between people. And so
many of us are bloggers and entrepreneurs
now - I suppose because the Internet and
tools got so flexible, so did our work?

After my first time as a hair model, in
London, I was able to “pay” for the service
by giving 15 pounds or more to charity - if I
wanted. Other times have been “free”, although
I’ve invested a lot of my time—that’s of course
worth something—but if time is to be really
worth something I’ve gathered that I’m best
off to, well, multi-task while I’m there… make
some connections both online and in presence
of my surroundings - the people styling me.
After all I’ve been interested in modeling,
acting, as well as marketing, advertising and
“social” for some time now. It has seemed like
a good place to meet some industry people or
get introductions I may need down the road.
And while at first I was merely playing the
part of an observer, enjoying the fact that
someone was styling and playing with my hair, I
later on became more involved and interested in
how they worked differently each time. I’ve even
picked up a lot of the hair stylists’ lingo now.
An effective hair stylist within the hair
modeling situation will work so efficiently that
I’ll have time to go out and get lunch midday.
He or she will make smalltalk but always listen
attentively to my requests about style and color.

I was at a hair salon in Gothenburg and got my
eyebrows waxed and colored. My stylist there
asked her colleagues who of them were staying
late and then turned to me and said:
- “Sorry, I’m shouting over your head!
We’re all finishing a little earlier today
to attend a course.”
So I asked her:
- “You feel like you do a lot of
networking here with the company?”
- ”Yeah, every time we get new
products or if products change, we get
to learn about those… but mainly the
manager does that, I’d say.”
- “Maybe that’s because they
(managers) are meeting with all
the product people to decide which
products to bring in?” I replied.
She agreed.
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First IRL, then online

> Twitter; If I want to speak more, and

A friend of mine is a manager for a major
hair product brand. I met him while he was
getting his stubble shaped through waxing by
another hair stylist next to where I sat, getting
my hair shampooed - in the middle east.
After we had got talking, my stylist introduced
me to a fashion blogger whom I now follow on
social media, whom had just come in to say hi.
And it was there that I also booked a modeling
gig with that stylist, while I was getting ready
for a shoot for another photographer. As it
wasn’t enough: For the later gig I went on, I
met a talented Russian makeup artist as well
as two other models that I’m now following on
their modeling journey through social media.

more frequently. I love the framework of
keeping each tweet brief.
When I lived abroad and used Skype to call
home, I’d have these lengthy conversations
with my brother to catch up. In the end we both
always ended up saying:
- “Wouldn’t it be better to call
more often, but shorter?”

< Facebook; Trying to keep it short without
the “comfort” of limitations that Twitter brings
you.

< Instagram; Can’t say that I feel totally
free here. Picture-based, but quite stictly
confined by format and high competition about
others’ attention.

Adding “unknowns”...

> YouTube; I have high hopes with this

Guess what?

one. Haven’t got into it yet as much as I hope to
in future. I live for film & video.

On Twitter I follow mainly people
who I have not met in real life (with the
exception of a few).

> WhatsApp; All day! Family and friends
are here, plus free calls!

< Facebook Messenger; School-chats,

Surprisingly
though,

catching up with friends abroad.

> Text messages; The select few who

actually got my number. Using much of
the “online” sound-texts between iPhones
too (some version of calling)! I’ve changed
numbers a lot because of my travels, so it’s
been used more for work. It’s great in film
production where walkie-talkies have no reach.
Communicating over texts (SMS) usually come
in handy at that point. This is also a reason I
don’t like overusing this line of communication
in other circumstances (and I despise grouptexts). Online chats have better built-in settings
(at least at this point in time) so that you can
shut down when you need to have complete
focus or silence.

I feel like I am more welcome to say
whatever I feel like on that platform,
wheres on Facebook, where I have about
5 times less followers but almost all
of people I’ve met in real life—friends,
acquaintances and family—I do feel
somewhat more... “judged” by what I
post there. People can unfriend you for
lots of reasons, you just never really know
- but it feels more personal there than per
se, an unfollow on Twitter.
My networks, in short >>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

> WordPress; Still building on that. Blog!
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So, hair stylists...

channels (unless perhaps you’re hired as a
freelance stylist).

At a salon down the street in NYC, I felt
invisible although I was in a room full of
people. At the salon one block up, I felt seen.
When I got my hair did in my current town
in Sweden the other week, I was the first
customer of the day. And still, at nine o clock,
surrounded by an empty room and as my hair
stylist told me to take a seat in one of the empty
chairs; I had plenty of people to converse and
catch up with across the Atlantic - in America
and Canada. I simply picked up my smartphone.
I asked this stylist a lot of questions because
I already knew that I wanted to write this piece
and I’d thought it would be interesting to hear
her point of view directly as a stylist. She agreed
with me that networking does play a big part in
the industry, and I learned that, for example,
in order to get work at a salon they’ll network
with photographers, models and makeup artists
to create a printed portfolio - and then network
again to find an employer to present it for.

Rent-a-chair!

In regards to the U.S., I’ve heard of many
examples of hair stylists “renting a chair” in a
salon (freelancing), which I have a feeling isn’t
as common here (?). In Sweden, what you hear
of is people becoming licensed stylists and
opening up their own shop at home instead!

“May I use a product on your
hair?”

I’ve noticed a digital trend about hair
stylists taking before- and after pictures of
their clients, and posting to their Instagrams
(or the account of their company respectively).
So, while I may sit in that chair and create
my own Instagram story that gets seen
by someone in the U.S. during “the night
previous” (time difference), my hair stylist
may be preparing my hair for a picture as well.
As I leave the salon and check their Instagram
account, there’s a new picture—of me— opening
up a world of post-appointment talk. Now I get
to read what complete strangers think of my new
hairstyle, even though I’ll be presented rather
anonymously with only my hair on display (it can
be trickier to snap a picture of guys with shorter
hair without showing off the face a little bit).
My stylist explained that there are
certain no-compete clauses in stylists’
contracts
when they work for salons, which
also touch on social media guidelines; i.e. you
may not be allowed to advertise for yourself
(as a stylist) at the salon or on any social media
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Bigger questions

The networking factory...

Either way, I’ve seen a lot of self-promoting
coming from U.S. hair stylists where they rent
a chair within a space. Perhaps competition
is higher in those circumstances? Or, is
perceived to be higher because of the coworkers around you always coming and going?
Are we affected by our surroundings
like that? Does an environment frame our
learning, or what does really shape our
thinking and digital behavior? How do we
start to do certain things more than others?

I’ve been at one of of the styling product HQ
in the middle east.

It is literally like the “Willy
Wonka factory” - colorful
gummy worms, colorful pens
and paper, sweet/sour candy
and bubbly wine.
I was a presentation model on stage there the main model, you may say. Stylists who had
traveled there to learn and were in the audience
got to first color a simple pattern on paper
(such as you do with color books) for their own
inspiration. After getting an idea of what to do for
themselves, they watched me get styled on stage.
I could then watch my own self on a back-drop
by throwing a glance over my shoulder. Almost like
artists on stage have those side-screens for larger
audiences to be able to watch from a distance.
Although, here it was to show off a better picture
of my hair as seen at a diagonal from above.
They used live recording from a camera that
was operated by a guy who walked around me.
Everything was shot and happening in
real-time. A bunch of stylists in the audience
were taking pictures and posting to their
various private social accounts online.
This networking situation continued all day
as our audience of stylists went on to style their
own models, readily inspired as they now were.

- How do we learn?
I will deal more with all of this in the third
and next chapter about pedagogical theories.

Styling the homeless

I think it’s very fascinating how far this
industry now reaches. Hair is more than hair…
it’s an art form! People truly network around it.
So, then going back to the mentioned article
by Gordon (2014), I was trying to connect
the dots - a person with rich customers
already, why deal with the homeless?
In the end, I guess I can see why someone
would go out on their spare time to cut the
hair of the homeless around. Because if
there is inspiration to find, and different
“canvases” and challenges to be had, then why
not? And why not give back to society? This
industry is clearly about more than money…

It’s an art!

So, I suppose I’ve come to understand more
about the product makers in this part of the
beauty business over the years. The product
makers are the Willy Wonkas of hair styling.
They create events to teach people about their
amazing products, and seek to inspire stylists
to go out and create. I feel like I’ve been on a
journey just with my hair, and meanwhile I’ve
been in the presence of great artists as well!
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CHAPTER 3
PEDAGOGICAL THEORIES

“Trust is always a gamble” (Recollections A Celebration of the Life
of Carl Rogers, 2013). #DML100p
— Bebe (@thebraveblonde) September 20, 2016

About Carl Rogers and his theories
on learning: All people have a
capacity to learn better if they are
in an environment of trust and
surrounded by empathic people.
Rogers implemented a tactic of creating
discussions—person to person, and in groups—
where much time was spent on really listening
to the emotions and feelings behind the words
spoken of each individual, and for one or more to
reflect these words back to the person speaking.
Not only did he use this as a therapy form for
people who felt torn between different ideas and
experienced an inner conflict; he also tried to flex
his methods that worked within the Psychological
field, to match the methods of the school system.
It was a form of sociocultural perspective.

Take it down a notch...

By implementing more of a helper and guide,
as opposed to an authoritative figure, as being the
teacher; he brought on a sociocultural approach.
To be involved in “leading” groups while letting
all be heard; students could have for example
let their teachers know what kind of knowledge
or skills they would need—personally—in
order to learn and excel to the next step.
These kind of theories and ideas were such
Rogers hoped would come to flourish in the
American system of education (Recollections
A Celebration of the Life of Carl Rogers, 2013).
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The HBO lesson

I really like that piece of dialogue, considering
I’ve been studying Rogers quite a bit this week
and often caught my mind drifting away to
psychology, wondering how that all connects.
In the case mentioned, the character of
Colvin seems to draw a connection as well.

I just so happen to be catching up on a TVseries called The Wire at the moment. And
this particular season I’m on pays a lot of
attention to the American educational system’s
part in a society wrought by crime and drugs.
Even though this show is fictional and not a
documentary, I feel like it brings up a couple
of good points in regards to pedagogical
learning and the flaws with different practices.
For example, 43:46 minutes into S4, Ep8
– Corner Boys (Simon, 2015), we can watch a
grouping of characters—including both police/
former police (supervisors on this project)
and teachers—walking through the hallway
of a school, discussing a couple of “badly”
behaved young students’- and “corner kids’”
perhaps surprising progress in learning,
and the possibilities of further pedagogical
advancement with those kids in this particular
case by trying out new and unconventional
methods of teaching. Earlier moments in
this episode show us—the audience—that
these kids are in a separate class and a much
smaller group setting than other students of
the same school and year. The smaller group is
also being kept under more strict supervision
during their learning sessions than the others.

Trust fall

08:23 minutes into episode 11, these kids
that we’ve known to be in a special group at
school are now seen practicing “trust falls”,
where one boy has to stand on a box, blindfolded, and fall back while trusting the other
kids to catch him (Simon, 2015: S4, Ep11).
...Talk about building on major trust, and
this was an in-class exercise (albeit fictional)! I
really find this teaching method highly enticing.

The Wire got it...

And then, 49:03 minutes into the next episode:
S4, Ep9 – Know Your Place (Simon, 2015); one
of the supervisors on the project is seen talking
to another adult in the hall again, but seems to
take on more the role of an empathic “helper”
than that of former police and supervisor:

“How do you get them to believe
in themselves if they can’t even
admit their feelings about who
they are and what they’re doing
in this world? They’re not fools…
they know exactly what we
expect them to be.”
- Howard ‘Bunny’ Colvin
(Simon 2015: S4, Ep9)
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During my 2-years
of acting studies at
a college in the U.S.,
I also felt a vibe of
freedom in that us
students (at least at
my college) were able
to learn from our
mistakes and got to
spend a lot of time
on doing exercises
together that built
trust.

It’s a gamble

Yes, thanks college!

Rogers also talked about trust being a
kind of gamble, and that no one who began
to trust others could really be sure of how
they would end up in terms of if they would
receive any trust in return (Recollections A
Celebration of the Life of Carl Rogers, 2013).
Furthermore, I listened to a TED Talks in
which Designer David Kelley talked about
how he believes that all people posess creative
skills, and that these skills can be brought out
as long as those who are eager to learn receive
empathy along the way in their exploration
of various creative matters (TED, 2012).

As a result of all the connections I developed
with other people there, and the increased bit of
courage that built up in me by this time; I can
honestly say that I feel much more open and
positive to learning in general now. And I’m
not saying that I always received empathy, but
I found that I’d had my guard up and hadn’t
let people really see me, so then how would
they dare to let me in under their “shell”?
I remember that staring into somebody’s eyes
for more than a minute seemed impossible for
me six years ago, but now I’m longing for getting
opportunities to make such deeper connections
with each other just like we did over there.

Modern ways...

I’ve got the feeling that our mind matters
in learning, but a very common saying in the
acting “world” is: “Don’t be in your head”, too.
So maybe connections and trust play a much
bigger part in this whole learning situation?
All that I’ve focused to learn more about this
week seem to be quite a modern phenomenon
in society now. I experience our current school
system as being relatively free and open
to creativity, reflection, and making errors
without getting laughed at, or alike.

I’ve seen others and I’ve been
seen. I’ve heard others and been
heard. In the end, I feel like I’ve
come out a much stronger person:
personally (including outside of
my studies); creatively; and also
from a pedagogical perspective.

We’re heading to the desert >>>>>>>>>
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CHAPTER 4
Sociocultural perspective

Reg. adult language learning; prev. lang. skills play a part grammatical patterns are better recognized (Brooks and Kempe,
2013). #DML100s
— Bebe (@thebraveblonde) September 29, 2016

Some languages have a special place in
my heart, they are: English, Swedish Sign
Language (SSL) and Hebrew. For the
most part, the language of my dreams is
English - it doesn’t matter where I am in
the world at the time, or that I was born in
Sweden and swedish is my mother tongue.

Do not disturb

I knew a friend who knew a man who was a
sign language teacher. You’d see him walking
from one place to another while signing to
himself (like speaking to oneself but of course
only the deaf or people who had knowledge of
SSL could understand). I started doing that too
after I’d studied SSL - I liked it. I also used SSL
in class sometimes (aside from language class)
when I wanted to ask a friend for help across
the room. It was so easy, and so acceptable –
because I didn’t need to “disturb” anyone by
speaking out loud. I had to leave class sometimes
otherwise because I was laughing too much.
How many times were you shushed in class as a
kid, I wonder? Or was it just me who was told to
“stop having fun”?
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The choice

One day we had to sit in front of heavy, gray
stationary PCs to do some grammar work, which
I felt very little interest for. And so I remember
looking outside toward the sky, noticing that
it was very blue. I asked my teacher how to
describe what I saw, from which I learned to say:

I had fun throughout Swedish Sign Language
class, Hebrew class (Ulpan) and English class.
Actually, I picked all three of those classes
myself at some point. I went over to study SSL
from French class after my teacher in French
kept being away and as a result we had all these
temp teachers who didn’t know how far we’d
progressed in the books. Yes, we followed a text
book, page by page, except when our original
teacher sometimes showed up we’d eat some
baguettes and grapes, drink multivitamin juice.

“Le ciel est bleu.” - The sky is blue.
That sentence has stuck with me since. And
I’ve somehow connected that memory with the
movie The Girl With a Pearl Earring (about the
painter Vermeer). There was a line in that film
about the sky not being blue but rather gray
and—I don’t know—something other than blue.

No.3

One day, this French temp—let’s call him No.
3—asked the class how far in the book we’d got?
And before I had time to answer, he said out loud:

No. 2

The level of mentoring I had hoped to receive in
French class was simply not existent. Both No.3
and a lady I’d call No.2 (another temp) didn’t seem
to listen to us kids. No.2 even admitted that she
had no French skills to speak of, but nevertheless
began to teach us the French translations
for weekdays Monday through Sunday.

- Ah, you all probably did this
chapter, right!? …and this
chapter, oh and surely you must
have done this one too!
For my final days in French class, we saw a
movie where they spoke all too fast for me
to understand. Only the words I knew from
Swedish stuck with me, like: “paraply” in
Swedish translated as “parapluie” in French.

L, M, M, J, V,
				
S,
					
				
D.
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Sociocultural ideas

I could feel myself falling out of Vygotsky’s

Zone of Proximal Development
- meaning I was on my way to learning something
cool, but lost it before I could reach any of those
“higher mental functions” (about that specific
subject) which Vygotsky also talked about.
I had teachers who could have taught me
something great, but it was as if they used
such varied and loose systems to teach that
they got me confused and I even doubted that
No.2 knew anything more than I did, because
she even told us how little she knew - and so I
felt like perhaps it was all a waste of my time...
Vygotsky also believed that people
developed thought from speaking out loud
as “babies” or kids, something I felt was
perhaps not encouraged enough during
my time in elementary school. 		
I don’t know if Vygotsky meant that it
was good for adults as well as babies though.
Would it still be useful to express your
“internal speech” out in the open while having
already developed thought? I guess I’ll leave
that one up to you (Khan Academy, 2014).

Architecture that speaks >>>>>>>

As much as I wish I knew French now, I don’t
regret knowing a bit of SSL. Knowing any type
of sign language is a kind of super power in my
view. Imagine hearing what others can’t hear!
Similarly, I found a blog online which taught me
that the blind have raised lines in the subway
station floor that can guide their walk (Solar,
2013). Considering the blind read in Braille…
aren’t these lines a kind of language artefact?
However, those lines in the floors aren’t always
perfectly situated everywhere in the world.
Sometimes other surrounding structures may
be similar and almost speak as well, perhaps like
laughter in a classroom? Who really knows other
than those who cannot read this as is – words typed
on a flat screen). The way I see it: It’s a gift to be able
to reach people, it’s a shame to quiet people down.
I feel torn between my ideas around this. Luckily,
I get to write about it - that’s one way I can
try to express my internal thought somewhat!

I feel great when I can tell others about my ideas,
most of the time. I don’t think it’s bad to talk out
loud either - many people do it, I’ve noticed that.

Actors may rehearse their
scripts by talking out loud,
I know that (I’m an actor)!
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Sociocultural ideas

Choosing a space

One acting teacher I had however expressed
concern about how just saying words out
loud over and over would perhaps drop the
meaning of them in the process, because you’d
simply learn to repeat. Same as your muscle
memory could remember how to walk and
you’d begin to do it automatically without
feeling each step every day, like when you
first started. I think she had a valid point. We
must not forget the details and variations and
what drives each word. What is your intention?

Why not have some kind of locale where
people could hang out and socialize during
work hours, then stay at home and work
the rest of the time but with virtual contact
all day through phones and laptops?
The locale could have interactive screens and
be like a separate chat room that connected to
virtual work spaces with the entire company.
Sometimes we don’t take the time to relax or
go offline when we feel we need to because of
the confinement of current office architecture,
so instead we may work on half-speed. 		

Why the walls?

Our true voices...

Another thing I’ve seen about architecture is
how many office landscapes have got refurbished
in the last few years or so, only to add thin walls
and “quiet rooms”. At the same time, I’ve noticed
entrepreneurial spaces with fridges stocked with
beer and round tables with flower pots become
increasingly more popular, where people can
rent a desk from month to month. 		

A

More effective breaks could be explored;
not just to get to go into a quiet room and be
alone to talk (as is avaiable at many offices
today), but to be able to go aside and be loud
and express oneself freely somewhere. Maybe
even implement a “yelling room”? Us actors
(and everyone who wants to try) can do this
thing called “sounding” to find our sort of “real
voice” to start off a sentence or scene with ones
true voice coming through in that moment – an
acting exercise we did at my previous college in
NYC. You tell people around you to cover their
ears and then yell whatever sound comes out of
you until you’re out of breath. Then from that
sound you start whatever you wanted to say on
a same “tone” or “level”. It’s really cool! Do try!

conversation
within spaces

Getting to
choose your space
matters. And I also
have a feeling (from
having
been
to
places that are built
both ways), that
the entrepreneurial
spaces
are

Travel far, but stay in touch!

My next super power was getting to learn
some Hebrew and the way I did what was
pretty fantastic. First of all, I’d say that I
learned English as well as I have by living and
working abroad. It is always fun and fabulous
to learn on location. I speak English more than
I do Swedish these days - although a lot of it
online. My friends are talking to me through
these laptops and phones of today. It’s quite
amazing how it cost barely anything now.
Remember when they had phone plans
that allowed for cheaper International calls
but with a sacrifice that was more expensive
texts? Orange had that in London. They also
had “Orange Wednesdays” where you could
get cheaper movie tickets… (just a side-track).

encouraging
conversation

between
different
people, whereas in
office spaces people
are crammed into
groupings of the
same division of
work, but with those
miniature walls in
between them still.
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Flexibility and fun

The guide

I learned Hebrew while I lived in Tel Aviv
and took a class for some month or two. I found
a couple of things really interesting with the
way I learned the basics of that language.
My memories from it all are: hot tea every
break, candy in excess on the tables, negotiating
the price of “pilpel” (bell peppers) at the “shuk”
(market), being out and about and talking to real
native speakers every week. Oh, and you know,
it was through those little language excursions
we did that I learned about a special place...

Perhaps see it as if a newly blind woman
walks to places by following lines in the floor,
but every now and then she collides with
poles along the way. If you’re an onlooker, you
probably wouldn’t notice a pattern unless you
cared for the woman specifically and watched
her walk to different places more than once.
A guide or helper (seeing person or
experienced blind person) could lead the
woman and help her so she wouldn’t have
to go at her practice all alone, day by day.
And while a seeing guide could perhaps
help her find the most effective way to go
by “sharing his’- or her’s eyes” (as with a
Guide Dog), a blind and experienced person
could help her by leading the way as well. I
would see this is a regular teacher’s role, if it
is to be highly effective and, in my opinion,
being that supporting guide to one another...

There is a restaurant in Old Yafo
Port that’s run by the blind. I
heard that you don’t get to see
your food, because everybody
eats in the dark there (!?)
Once you open up to learn language, a
country’s culture can reach you better as well,
I think. It’s hard to explain, it just does.
There aren’t any vowels in Hebrew script...

-I’m relating back to the ideas of Carl Rogers
here with his idea of the “guide” (Recollections
A Celebration of the Life of Carl Rogers, 2013).
Guide or no guide though,
she’d progress because she’d
learn the language of the
architecture - she’d learn how
to “speak” (walk) and where to
be “silent” (not walk) and finally
she’d understand the culture...
She’d see why other people
around her had bumped into
problems before (poles), and
just how rough some of the
paths along the way were.
With Middle Eastern
culture, my experience
is that because war
is around the corner
you don’t waste time,
and the language is
perhaps a reflection of
this environment by its
straightforwardness.
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Aleph

Right to left

To find out which group and level I were to
be in for Hebrew class, the teachers asked us a
couple of basic questions on the first day, such as:

At one time it was so funny because I’d hear
someone speak Hebrew on tape and I could follow
along in my textbook from right to left, while
I figured I’d write down the phonetic sounds
underneath my symbols in the book to remember
how to annunciate each word “better” in a shorter
time. Like, right after the tape stopped, one of
our two teachers would ask me what we’d heard,
maybe. And I’d just read my phonetics back and
later I’d go home and study the words again
plus try to write them out properly in script.

“What is your level of Hebrew?
- Do you know how to say: I am
happy? - Mother? - Grandfather?
- Cheese?”
– questions like that. I thought I’d be more than
Aleph (basic level) because I’d learned some
things from Wikipedia and Darren Aronofsky’s
movie PI, but I soon realized that I knew barely
anything. See, you needed to be able to read
from right to left, an alphabet with different
kinds of letters (script, cursive), different
sounds, no vowels, and words with sounds that
you couldn’t simply write down fast unless you
used phonetics (until you picked up the rest). So
yeah, needless to say I was put in level Aleph but
thank goodness - best work up a steady base.

So I’d write a sentence from
right to left in phonetic-sounds,
like: “.ani Gam” and it would
look like “.too Me”.
My teachers saw a couple of us do this
in various shapes and forms. As I did that,
I lost which word translated what, and the
tip we got was to try and write out the script
instead so that would start to stick with us.
Our teacher explained that it could be useful
to get the brain to think in script instead of our
usual alphabet. Suck on this caramel though:
the first two letters in the Hebrew alphabet are
“Aleph” and “Bet”. The Swedish word for the
alphabet is alfabet - similar! Needless to say,
similarities exist even though they may be few.

Acting for the camera

In a really short time I was able to write a
short script in Hebrew (phonetics at least) and
act out a scene with other actors (students).
I’m still amazed when I think back on that.
My teachers were fantastic and they said they
could tell that I’d studied acting and loved it,
so they liked seeing me act in class and put
me in front of the camera whenever possible.

Script >

- But the compositions of words
are so different. I felt like
maybe I had a key to pick up
on Hebrew because I was good
with patterns and have been
for some time (perhaps since
I became fluent in English). It
even seemed that Arabic could
make some sense to me after a
while if I had tried that (with
some similar structures). Roadand street signs in Tel Aviv
had both Arabic and Hebrew
on them so I would always
get exposed to both languages
in my daily life over there!

Cursive Hebrew >

We in my group interacted
all the time in exercises that
were set up for us, and like
I mentioned earlier we were
able to go out and practice our
skills “live” in town too.
I was translating back and
forth from English (second
language) to Hebrew a bunch.
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Back to my tweet

It’s never too late

Then I wondered if the American and
Canadian students in my group would have
an easier time learning, considering they only
needed to translate from their native language
to Hebrew and back, whereas I had to go
from Swedish to English to Hebrew and back
sometimes, even though I feel like English is
and was then very ingrained in me. Then one of
my teachers said that us who knew more than
one language might actually have an easier time.
In writing this piece, I found evidence through
studies that points to that statement ringing true.
What my tweet said:

I figure everyone ought to be able to learn
more things later in life - and if knowing two
languages makes it easier to learn a third one at
all (Brooks and Kempe, 2013), then maybe that’s
the key to turning into one of those people who
know five languages? And if you can learn about
cultures and understand more people without
any language barriers stopping you (like those
office landscape walls) from communicating
freely, then wouldn’t you want to!?
Language is an amazing thing. When you
can’t say the words, you may come up with all
kinds of expressions, unless you get all quiet in
fear of saying the “wrong” thing. Hopefully we
never stay quiet for very long though, as long as
people all around us can accept that we are on
our way to learning and let us make those quite
silly sounds that we do to start, or letting us wave
our arms back and forth until we create dances
and other artefacts like our beloved speech.

Reg. adult language learning;
prev. lang. skills play a part grammatical patterns are better
recognized. (Brooks and Kempe,
2013)
Dancing is a language!

I started this text by stepping away from
my computer and dancing for 5 minutes.
I thought about how we say that images
“speak” and, well, body language “says” a lot.

This is it! 4 themes.
In the fifth chapter you will see
my PLE/PLN poster: a visual
overview of how I work and
communicate with my networks.

Dance seem to work as a communication form
that most people can relate to or understand
in some way or another as well, almost like
a universal language (TED Studio, 2016).
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

To conclude, the course Learning and Participation in Digital
Media, has taught me a lot. Thanks to it I’ve now written my first
book (the one you’re reading right now).
Here are some things that I’ve written about in earlier chapters,
have learned and will bring with me into the future:

• It doesn’t always matter which way you do something, as long as you do: I’ve become
more aware of how I learn things now, without comparing myself to others in a
negative meaning. Whatever way I use is fine, but also if there is a specific result to be
expected then it’s good to have a guide to at least point you in the right direction and
mention a few checkpoints.
• I learn by my mistakes and I can only hold myself accountable: With major flexibility
in learning and the location of it, I’ve not always been surrounded by a “safety net” of
superior figures to ask for help.
• Certain environments use hierarchical systems and superior leaders for teaching,
such as; in the military. This isn’t bad. In fact, I think we could use some more of
that in today’s school system in order to give students a higher sense of duty and
drive to study and excel. Not to mix two systems, but rather let there be mandatory
military service that can precede the “freedom” in college. This has at least helped me,
I think. At the point of writing this I did my basic training a couple of months back.
A common thing we’d hear there was: “Solve the task”, and then we could do it in
various ways, but instead of talking and suggesting we were to work in a team. 99 %
of that communication was about giving or receiving orders.
• Reflecting on ideas brings me to think about what I would like to learn more of. This
reflection can be done through writing or even talking to people about my ideas. It’s
great to have friends and family who have time to listen to my ideas, and especially
good if they’re not being too judgmental. I’ve been lucky to have that with me, but
even on Twitter I’ve somehow built a network of people who care about what I care
about. It’s a bit surreal though, to think that we can make acquaintances via what may
start as hashtags about our particular interests.
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• Circumstances dominate the medium for learning and also digital tools needed. My
academic work has definitely got better since I got my first smartphone, because I no
longer have to put a lot of time into organizing my life - it’s that effective.
• Alarms and calendars are great for keeping my priorities on track and deadlines
in check, but for the future I should need to come up with better ways of saving
information that I want to store long-term, mainly content that I create myself.
• In terms of technical changes that need to be made (personally), I should probably
stop tweeting links to save them and emailing myself to remember files. Haha—insert
laughing smiley—it’s alright at this point in time though. I flag emails and stuff like I
want to give it a color or something more if a visual component.
• I almost never use USBs anymore, I’m always connected and so are my devices. I
write one thing on my phone and I can access it on my laptop right after. I don’t like
to have a limit on my network plan on the phone either - unlimited suits me best.
• We can be following more personalities than subjects or themes on social sites such
as YouTube. I don’t feel a need to save individual videos, as once I know the name (or
nickname) of the creator of a channel, I can always find the latest of that person by
making a quick search.
• Film is my favorite medium for taking in information.
• If I have to read articles then I like to use the speech-function in Chrome etc. to at
least get me started. The choice to start and stop a task at any time (video too) is
amazing. Gone are the days when we had to adjust to our technology. The future is
about technology that adjusts to our needs and wishes, not the other way around!
• I grew up during a digital revolution, and it doesn’t appear to be slowing down. It’s
good to remember to know somebody in person whom you can confide in for when
you fall ill or something happens to you, sooner or later - but who knows, maybe AI
will solve that. We’ll probably have to come up with a lot of new laws regarding such
things and the ethics of it.
• Someday soon, Facebook or some other social network that I’ve written about in this
book will be perceived as old-fashioned by my reader - I don’t doubt it.
• I’m a multitasking person in a way, but I’m also really good at focusing on a single
task if I have to. It also depends if you count using several senses as multitasking?
I love listening to music while I write or study. I’ll close down the screen or turn off
my laptop and it’ll help me open up the same windows right where I left off at a later
time. I don’t need to save things when I can just revisit them later. Sometimes I feel
that the more tabs come up, adding onto the old ones, I no longer care so much about
whatever tab I first pulled open. Internet is a constant noise, but yeah... I like noise
better than things being quiet.
• Also, I really don’t need coffee, but sure it’s nice sometimes! I think that if you have a
purpose and goals clearly set out for yourself, that inner drive is there. You don’t need
caffeine for that!
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With that said, I wish all of you good luck in your future endeavors. Please
don’t hesitate to tweet me if you want a chat. I only don’t respond when
I sleep, shoot, or lift a barbell (and a few other situations). I heard some
people don’t think there is any excuse to ignore a text message because it
takes almost no time to at least reply “I’m busy”. I suppose that depends
on circumstances too, we all have different priorities at different points in
our lives. Oh, auto-correct of today is “still” working terrible, maybe somebody should work on developing

that already? Oh the jokes about that; people trying to make a quick reply - ending up embarrassing themselves
completely.

But you know what, we have to be brave; better try than die!

Finally, this was only the first course of this degree program I’m in at
my University. I’m sure that I’ll be so much wiser in three years, so
then when I look back on this book I won’t feel at all ashamed of
expressing my thoughts on things, really, because—no matter the final
product—it really taught me that the world is full of opportunities.
												
-Bebe
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